Mark Young

A political tug of war in 1930s New Jersey

Let's face it. Band structure, polymorph predictions, as well as the malleability of vision, are all additives that can help us identify many themes of importance in the hemisphere. Such as. The role of women in parliament, or how the most common crystal shapes can dynamically shrink the needs of the world market, can bring the sparkle back to that long-ignored outfit in the closet & reinvigorate your life.
pre-Colombian parentheses

It is hypothesized that the widespread use of chemical batteries will result in efficiency increases for any human who rides a bicycle. Something about a conflation of music & power, both of which can be seen as a series of 'lines' on photographic film. The literature on the subject is immense, usually in high quality peer-reviewed full-text publications, & embellished with consumer reviews & price comparisons. Comes in genuine leather, & features elastic to restrain your Kindle.
Opalescent

Circus. Cumulative. Some evidence points toward a character assassination once the character has been identified. They went waltzing, a discernible pattern, no need to draw directions on the floor to follow on from. They went. Dancing. They went.
Occasionally to sea level

Studies on whether violence inverts social experience have been conducted primarily by anthropologists testing a hypothesis that valley grasslands are preferred to foothill woodlands as the liminal state in which the usual customs & conventions do not apply. Fukayama's 'end of history' thesis has been opposing this approach for months, instead searching out municipalities who are willing to create gardens where a body can lie undisturbed for at least three days.
The politics of dogs

People living in poverty are included to protect the purity of dog bloodlines — secularism as a political philosophy cannot be neutral. I'm currently living in a car in Austin, TX with my boyfriend, functionally illiterate, importuned into requesting that his bloodline be traced. I lace up my trainers, head out the door, remembering that dogs rarely feature in serious political science research. The newly formed Boy Scouts Association of Romania tweets that every dog needs to feel important, that the use of kennel crates for humans is "animal abuse."
A line from Patti Smith

The hard work has paid off.
Cosmic dust — along with 1500
knights & 4000 Almogavars —
has been found on the roof-
tops of Paris. Now the kitchen
can be updated, & beneath a
dash of French custom, include
a large pantry & new bench
top. The knights have been
kept, the Almogavars left to
die in the gutter. In many ways
this is still a medieval city.